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Refining the map



What does “updating the VegMap” mean?

It is the REFINMENT of the existing vegetation
map with better quality data and not a reflection
of a change in vegetation distribution
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All this data gets used in ecosystem assessments
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Where can you find the map?



http://bgis.sanbi.org/vegmap
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So how do you contribute?



Distribution of plot data in the Vegetation database

NVD (National Vegetation Database) plots



Species Lists!
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1.

2.
• Plots and relevés

• Species lists and abundance scores

• Localities

• Topographic and soils data



VEGMAPhoto project on iNaturalist



VEGMAPhoto project on iNaturalist

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/vegmaphoto-s-afr



Unless 

UNLESS someone like you cares 
a whole awful lot
Nothing is going to get better.
Its not. -The Lorax



Beyond a plant
This is the tale
Of how it comes to be
That the individual flowers you hunt
Form a community

You search high and low
Actually, you mostly search low and lower
With your bum in the air like so
And your camera strapped over your shoulder

Looking for an individual plant species red listed
Last found in 1968
Because you never give up
Because its never too late

You count its brothers and sisters
But always its immediate family
And you record their positions
And iNat some of your photography

As you read Tony's messages
And your temper gets warm
You pause your floral fetishes
To fill in a CREW form

All this is wonderful
And very important to the botanical insider
But just as no man is an island
No flower is either

You see, each flower isn't alone
They hold feet and hands
With other plants next to which they have grown
In dense or scattered stands

Our rage is filled!
Because often special plants are over-pilfered by those who snatch
But more often they build build build
Over the whole community in a patch

So just as we need to name individuals or families of plants
Before we can decide which we have to protect the mostest
Which are the can collects ,and which are the cant’s?
So too we name the neighbourhoods of plants that live closest

We name them and map them
Constrain them and bootstrap them
Till we get over 400 different groups
Drawn with over 400 irregular loops
Over 400 names nested inside the countries borders
To protect from destructive marauders

I will now end this awful rhyming
To tell you how this work fills in a gap
And the time and the timing
That has gone into developing the VEGMAP

And to tell you how much you can contribute
To making VEGMAP species lists stronger, and because I care
I want you to help me take photographs standing upright to suit
Your poor backs without sticking your bum in the air


